IT ALL ADDS UP

CONVENIENCE
A broad selection across two locations saves buying time. Our large inventory lets us ship the mixed loads of thickness, grade and species you need.

CONSISTENCY
New, upgraded facilities in Bradford and Shade Gap help ensure all lumber is of the highest quality, with the color and grade consistency you expect.

CUSTOMIZATION
We meet your exact specifications, including custom sorting by color, ripped-to-width, cut-to-size, S4S components, mouldings and custom surfacing – to optimize productivity.

SUSTAINABILITY
You can rest assured that all raw materials are sourced responsibly. We produce close-to-the-source to save time, minimize cost and reduce environmental impact.

QUESTIONS? WE CAN HELP.
Your Danzer contacts in Bradford, PA
Fredrik Sturesson
(814) 368-3701
fredrik.sturesson@danzer.com
Mike Mitchell
(309) 387-2128
michael.mitchell@danzer.com
Tony DeBock
(814) 368-9722 Ext. 5118
tony.debock@danzer.com
Scott Silvis
(814) 368-9722 Ext. 5126
scott.silvis@danzer.com
Your Danzer contacts in Shade Gap, PA
Curt Calhoun
(814) 259-4112
curt.calhoun@danzer.com
Don Petersen
(814) 259-9115
don.petersen@danzer.com

CONSISTENT QUALITY
YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER FOR HIGH-QUALITY HARDWOOD LUMBER
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danzer.com/lumber-from-NA
WHAT YOU NEED - WHEN YOU NEED IT

Customers worldwide rely on Danzer to provide the broad range of North American hardwood lumber and dimension products they need for their own use, or to resell to those they serve. Distributors, traders, importers, and manufacturers of a wide variety of wood products—including prefab, flooring, moldings, doors, windows and musical instruments—count on the company known in North America and worldwide for hardwood excellence.

DANZER NORTH AMERICAN HARDWOOD SPECIES

Black Cherry
Walnut
Maple (Hard & Soft-Redleaf)
Oak (Red & White)
Ash
Yellow Poplar
Basswood
Yellow Birch
Hickory
Further species on request

TWO LOCATIONS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

Our two lumber facilities—Bradford and Shade Gap—are located in Pennsylvania, close to the source of sustainably produced, premium hardwoods in the U.S. This proximity gives us the control needed for optimal quality, from the time a tree is felled until the finished product is shipped.

BRADFORD: LARGE-SCALE LUMBER PRODUCTION

Danzer’s Bradford sawmill is among the 10 largest hardwood sawmills in North America.

- Produces 25 to 30,000,000 bf (60 – 70,000 m³) per year
- Offers dimension products: 4/4 – 12/4; all NHLA grades and custom sorts
- Specializes in Cherry, producing a consistent light color; and Maple, producing a consistent bright color
- Dimension products offered include dimension lumber, ripped-to-width, cut-to-size panels, S4S components, moldings, surfacing

SHADE GAP: ULTIMATE DRYING COMPETENCE

Danzer’s Shade Gap facility is known for exceptional thick-lumber drying capabilities.

- Processes approximately 7,500,000 bf (17,700 m³) per year
- Produces high-quality dried lumber in thick stock (8/4, 10/4, 12/4) as well as typical thicknesses
- Specializes in RTW strips, S2S, SLR, C1F shorts, drying, steaming
- Specializes in drying thick Northern White Oak and steaming Black Walnut

While each location has its own distinct product portfolio, customers procure hardwood lumber and kiln-dried thick-stock lumber from a single Danzer sales professional—giving you ultimate flexibility.
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Your Danzer lumber contact in the UK
Mike Evans
+44 (0)1621 851002
mike.evans@danzer.com
www.danzer.co.uk
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